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Introduction, Wiley Companion to Free Will

KRISTIN M. MICKELSON, JOSEPH CAMPBELL, 
 AND V. ALAN WHITE

Brackets are used to refer to chapters in this volume (e.g. [10] refers to Chapter 10 of  the volume). 
A glossary of  bolded terms is provided at the end of  this chapter.

We wish this volume to be a sure companion to the study of  free will, broadly construed to 
include action theory, moral and legal responsibility, and cohort studies feathering off  into 
adjacent fields in the liberal arts and sciences. In addition to general coverage of  the dis-
cipline, this volume attempts a more challenging and complementary accompaniment to 
many familiar narratives about free will. In order to map out some directions such accom-
paniment will take, in this introduction we anchor the thirty contributions to this volume 
in some common history from which they arise, and attempt to indicate where future work 
in free will and moral responsibility will–and has already begun to–depart from that history.

1 Preliminaries: Free Will and Determinism

The concept of  free will is fraught with controversy, as readers of  this volume likely know. 
Philosophers disagree about what free will is, whether we have it, what mitigates or destroys 
it, and what (if  anything) it’s good for. Indeed, philosophers even disagree about how to fix 
the referent of  the term ‘free will’ for purposes of  describing and exploring these disagree-
ments (Nichols [28]). What one person considers a reasonably neutral working definition 
of  ‘free will’ is often considered question-begging or otherwise misguided by another. Such 
disputes make it difficult to summarize the problem of  free will, roughly the debate over the 
nature and existence of  free will, in a clear and uncontentious way. In generic terms, how-
ever, the two basic solutions to the problem of  free will are free-willism, the view that we 
(ordinary humans) have free will, and free-will denialism, i.e. the view that we do not have 
free will (Smilansky [12]).1 As stated here, neither denialism nor free-willism constitutes a 
complete solution to the problem of  free will; to be complete, a proposed solution must also 
tell us a convincing story about what free will is (what ‘free will’ means) and that, as it turns 
out, is a very difficult task indeed.
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One historically popular way of  approaching the problem of  free will is to ask about 
the relationship between free will and determinism: “Does free will stand in relation R to 
determinism: yes or no?” This is just a template for a question, of  course. To transform this 
template-question into a substantive question with a clear meaning, we need to flesh out 
the template’s free-will relatum, its determinism relatum, and give a precise value to rela-
tion R. There is, however, no uncontroversial way to do this. In addition to the standard 
difficulties raised by fixing the referent of  ‘free will’, philosophers hold radically different 
views about what is – or should be – meant by the term 'determinism' (White [3], Vihve-
lin[14]; see also Beebee and Mele 2002, Shabo 2010), and they identify relations which 
are as substantively different as correlation and causation when characterising relation R 
(Mickelson [4]). In practical terms, then, it may be best to think of  the problem of  deter-
minism as a loose collection of  disagreements about how to best spell out and answer the 
template-question, and how (if  at all) asking and answering such questions would help us 
to solve the problem of  free will.

The term 'determinism' was ushered into the free-will literature in the 19th century, but 
the doctrine may be traced back to the Stoic’s naturalistic cause-and-effect theory of  fate 
(Bobzien 1998, 2021), which may be contrasted with logical and theological varieties of  
fate which have also been of  traditional interest vis-a-vis free will (Finch [2]). William James, 
in his influential “Dilemma of  Determinism,” tells his audience that “no ambiguities hang 
about this word [determinism] or about its opposite, indeterminism” (James 1884). Accord-
ing to James, determinism “professes that those parts of  the universe already laid down 
absolutely appoint and decree what the other parts shall be” such that the “future has no 
ambiguous possibilities hidden in its womb.” Indeterminism, says James, is true whenever 
“the parts have a certain amount of  loose play on one another, so that the laying down of  one 
of  them does not necessarily determine what the others shall be” (James 1884). Put another 
way, traditional determinism (i.e. determinism as it was traditionally conceived within the 
free-will debate) is the doctrine that there is a causal or nomological necessity in nature 
which makes one unique future inevitable given what preceded it. Traditional indeterminism 
is the negation of  traditional determinism; it is true if  and only if  it is false that one unique 
future is inevitable relative to any arbitrary moment in time (holding fixed the naturalistic 
factors which account for the evolution of  the physical universe and the facts of  the past, if  
any, relative to that time) (e.g. van Inwagen 1990, p. 277). Hereafter, we use 'determinism' 
as shorthand for traditional determinism and 'indeterminism' as shorthand for traditional 
indeterminism, unless stated otherwise.

Faced with the idea of  determinism, many people, especially those working within the 
Christian tradition (Adams [7]), have argued that no one could exercise free will in a world 
at which this necessity-in-nature doctrine of  predetermination is true; others–including the 
ancient Stoics–have disagreed. One popular way of  tracking this age-old dispute has been 
to divide philosophers based on their answers to two questions: (1) “Is determinism true?” 
and (2) “Do we–ordinary humans–have free will?”. Those who answered “yes” to the first 
question were classified as determinists, and they were subdivided based on their preferred 
response to the second question. Determinists who answered “no” were classified as hard 
determinists, while those who answered “yes” were classified as soft determinists (James 
1884). The determinists were contrasted primarily with libertarians, i.e. philosophers who 
answered “no” to the first question and “yes” to the second.2 The term 'hard' in hard deter-
minism indicates that some species of  denialism is true. Despite their substantive differences, 
the soft determinists and libertarians agreed that denialism is false, which is to say that they 
agreed that free-willism is true.
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In an innovative move, a group of  philosophers working in the so-called classical period of  
the free-will debate, c. 1965–1985 (van Inwagen 2017), shifted the focal point away from 
the question of  whether determinism is true to more theoretical questions which (according 
to their diagnosis) lay just under the surface of  the pre-classical taxonomy of  free-will views. 
One question was singled out as particularly important:

Is there a conflict or tension between the very notions of  free will and determinism, such that if 
determinism were true, it would follow that determinism-related factors, i.e. the causal and/or 
nomological factors described by determinism, preclude free will (as the hard determinists and 
libertarians propose) or is there no such conflict (as the soft determinists believed)?

To raise the same question in slightly different terms, we could say–following the popular 
practice of  using “luck” as shorthand for factors beyond one’s control (Hartman [23], Mickel-
son [4])–that these theorists were focused on the narrow question of  whether or not deter-
minism-related causal luck poses a distinct threat to free will. The challenge of  answering the 
question of  whether determinism (i.e. determinism-related causal factors beyond one’s con-
trol, determinism-related causal luck) precludes human free will is now widely known as The 
Compatibility Problem.

The Compatibility Problem was initially nested within the dominant research paradigm 
of  the classical period: the classical analytic paradigm (CAP) (Mickelson [4]). Among CAP’s 
defining background assumptions, the assumption of  classical possibilism is especially sig-
nificant. Classical possibilism may be understood as the conjunction of  two claims: (1) the 
classical account of  free will is correct, i.e. free will is (some kind of) an ability to do other-
wise, and (2) anthropocentric possibilism, the view that it is metaphysically possible for an 
ordinary human to exercise free will, is true (e.g. van Inwagen 1983, Clarke 2003, Vihvelin 
2013, Mickelson [4]).

By assuming classical possibilism, CAP theorists (i.e. philosophers working within CAP) 
restricted the compatibility problem to the classical compatibility problem, roughly a debate 
about which possibilist interpretation of  the ability to do otherwise is best. On the one hand, 
classical incompatibilists (e.g. Peter van Inwagen 1983) contend that a person exercises the 
ability to do otherwise (a.k.a. free will) when performing an action only if  there is some kind 
of  indeterministic leeway in the evolution of  the physical world (see Smilanksy [12], Balaguer 
[19]).3 Since all classical theorists accept classical possibilism, classical incompatibilism 
comes bundled with the endorsement of  a broadly libertarian account of  free will.4 As such, 
it is easy for the classical incompatibilist to explain why there is a deep conceptual conflict or 
an antagonistic incompatibility relation between the notions of  free will and determinism. 
Since determinism states that there are naturalistic factors (i.e. determinism-related factors) 
which eliminate all indeterministic leeway in the evolution of  the world, to say that determin-
ism is true is to say that the world includes factors which eliminate the type of  indeterministic 
leeway (whatever type that may be) that an exercise of  free will requires.5 On the other hand, 
classical compatibilists (e.g. Keith Lehrer 1990) argue that indeterministic leeway is not 
required to exercise the ability to do otherwise. According to the classical compatibilist, the 
mere fact that determinism-related factors rule out all indeterministic leeway does not mean–
pace the classical incompatibilists–that determinism-related factors rule out the ability to do 
otherwise (a.k.a. free will). However, classical compatibilists do not merely reject the classical 
incompatibilists’ “causal factors” explanation for the purported fact that normal humans can-
not act freely when determinism; they are also committed, given their assumption of  classical 
possibilism, to a classical version of  compossibilism, the view that it is metaphysically possible 
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for an ordinary human to act freely in a world at which determinism is true (Mickelson [4]). 
As such, the classical compatibility problem may be summarized as the challenge of  settling 
which of  two views, classical (compossibilist) compatibilism or classical (broadly libertarian) 
incompatibilism, is correct.6

Challenges to CAP have given rise to other perspectives on the compatibility problem and 
to fundamentally different interpretations of  the problem of  determinism. Three challenges 
are worth noting, given their profound impact on the trajectory of  the recent history of  the 
free-will debate. Two of  these challenges target the CAP assumption that classical possibilism 
is true, while the third challenges CAP’s implicit practice of  framing the problem of  determin-
ism as a narrow dispute about the relationship between free will and causal luck.

The first major strike against classical possibilism came in the form of  Harry Frankfurt’s 
influential criticisms of  the classical (a.k.a. leeway) account of  free will (Frankfurt 1969) spe-
cifically what are now known as “Frankfurt examples” (Haji [6]). By casting doubt on the clas-
sical conception of  free will, Frankfurt examples motivated interest in non-classical accounts 
of  free will, especially sourcehood accounts (Haji [6], Capes [9]). This, which is perhaps the most 
well-known critique of  CAP’s background assumptions, was not considered a fatal flaw in the 
CAP approach to the problem of  determinism. Rather, it led philosophers to think that the term 
‘free will’ should not be narrowly defined to mean “an ability to do otherwise” in generic state-
ments of  the compatibility problem. In such contexts, ‘free will’ should instead be defined in a 
way that opens dialectical space for a lively debate about which account of  free will is correct.

This shift in the working definition of  ‘free will’ led to the popularization of  the neo-classi-
cal compatibility problem, which is (at least superficially) just like the classical compatibility 
problem except that the term ‘free will’ is used more broadly. The neo-classical use of  ‘free 
will’ allows that the classical account of  free will may be true, but it also allows that some 
non-classical account (e.g. a sourcehood account) may be correct. The two recognized solu-
tions to the neo-classical compatibility problem are neo-classical incompatibilism, the view 
that is metaphysically impossible because determinism-related factors undermine free will 
(neo-classically defined) in worlds at which determinism is true, and neo-classical compatibi-
lism, the view that determinism-related factors pose no threat to free will and it is metaphysi-
cally possible for an ordinary human to exercise free will (neo-classically defined) in a world 
at which determinism is true.7 Criticism of  the classical definition of  ‘free will’ also contrib-
uted to the centralization of  moral responsibility in neo-classical and non-classical definitions 
of  the term ‘free will’ (Haji [6], McCormick [24]), a point that we return to below (Section 4).8

As sourcehood accounts became mainstream, they helped to normalize the idea that, pace 
CAP theorists, anthropocentric possibilism may be false. While some source theorists, includ-
ing Frankfurt, became neo-classical source compatibilists (arguing that it is possible for an 
ordinary human to satisfy the necessary source condition on free will even when determin-
ism is true, from which it follows that determinism-related factors do not always undermine 
free will), other source theorists became neo-classical source incompatibilists (arguing that 
determinism-related factors preclude free will in virtue of  keeping people from satisfying the 
source condition–as opposed to the classical ability-to-do-otherwise condition) on free will. 
Some of  these neo-classical source incompatibilists, e.g. Derk Pereboom 2001, 2014, were 
also concerned about apparent threats to free will posed by indeterministic causal factors (i.e. 
indeterministic forms of  causal luck). Such concerns led to the emergence of  Pereboom’s 
hard source incompatibilism, a species of  anthropocentric impossibilism which claims that 
it is metaphysically impossible for an ordinary human (i.e. someone like us, as we are here 
on Earth) to exercise free will on the grounds that, whether determinism is true or false, 
some kind of  causal luck (i.e. causal factors beyond one’s control) ensures that no normal 
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human satisfies the necessary source condition on free will.9 Since hard source incompati-
bilism clearly speaks against both tenets of  classical possibilism–rejecting both the classical 
account of  free will and the assumption of  anthropocentric possibilism–it is a decisively non-
CAP position.

To be clear, Pereboom’s hard source incompatibilism is not an example of  full-blooded 
impossibilism, the unqualified view that it is impossible for anyone–even God (Adams [7]; 
Leftow [11])–to exercise free will. Pereboom is sympathetic to a broadly agent-causal (as 
opposed to event-causal) libertarian account of  free will (e.g. Pereboom 2001, 2014; Vicens 
[5]) and this keeps him from endorsing unqualified impossibilism. Hard source incompatibi-
lism is an influential view in part because it promises to provide a complete solution to the 
problem of  free will: the “source” part tells us what free will amounts to and the “hard” part 
signals its endorsement of  denialism. The hard source incompatibilist route to solving the 
problem of  free will is attractive, in part, because it allows its proponents to adopt denialism 
without taking a stand on the truth-value of  determinism.

The growing popularity of  source accounts of  free will has also raised the profile of  philoso-
phers who have been arguing for unqualified impossibilism. Among impossibilists (e.g. Galen 
Stawson 1986, Levy 2011, Mickelson 2019b), some argue for the radically anti-CAP view 
that the specific factors beyond our control which keep us from acting freely are not located in 
our environment (e.g. states in the remote past or the laws of  nature) but are instead located 
entirely in facts about us. Drawing again on the language of  “luck,” these source impossibil-
ists contend that causal luck is irrelevant to free will. They claim, instead, that constitutive 
luck–roughly luck in the way that one is constituted, especially in regards to how one is men-
tally (at least in certain key respects), at the time of  action–keeps people from acting freely, 
no matter what one’s environment is like. This constitutive-luck source impossibilism, like its 
rival hard (source) incompatibilism, provides a route to denialism which does not require us 
to resolve tricky empirical questions about whether determinism is true or false.

Since constitutive-luck source impossibilism is in direct conflict with all three of  the CAP 
tenets discussed above, it is a paradigmatically non-CAP position. It should not be surprising, 
then, that this view defies classification in CAP-based terms (e.g. Vihvelin 2008, McKenna 
and Pereboom 2016, p. 151, Mickelson [4]). Since these impossibilists reject the compossibil-
ist component of  classical/neo-classical compatibilism, they are not “compatibilists” in any 
traditional sense; but these impossibilists are not “incompatibilists” in the traditional sense 
either, for they also reject the explanatory tenet of  classical/neo-classical incompatibilism 
which identifies determinism-related factors (i.e. causal luck) as relevant to free will. Just as 
there is a clear sense in which constitutive-luck source impossibilism is both an anti-compat-
ibilist and anti-incompatibilist position, there is also a sense in which it is both a compatibilist 
and incompatibilist position: it is incompatibilist insofar as it entails the modest incompossi-
bilist tenet of  traditional forms of  incompatibilism, but compatibilist insofar as it denies that 
determinism-related factors pose a threat to free will (for further discussion, see Mickelson 
[4], 2015a, 2019b). Philosophers have yet to reach a consensus on whether–and, if  so, how–
to update CAP-based jargon so that it tracks non-CAP views.10

The chapters in this volume reflect a variety of  classical, neo-classical, and non-classical 
perspectives on the problem of  free will and the problem of  determinism. While CAP remains 
a powerful and popular research framework, alternative approaches promise to raise new 
questions and inspire fruitful lines of  inquiry. A solution to the problem of  free will may still 
be far off, but these new developments should help free-will theorists push back against the 
common complaint that the free-will debate is still mired in a dialectical stalemate between 
“compatibilists” and “incompatibilists.”
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2 Compatibility Concerns: The Arguments

From the perspective of  CAP theorists, the problem of  free will is just the problem of  deter-
minism, and the problem of  determinism boils down to the question of  whether the thesis 
of  determinism is logically incompatible with the classical free-will thesis, i.e. the thesis that 
some ordinary human exercises free will (assuming the classical definition of  ‘free will’) 
(Mickelson [4]). The worry, in general terms, is that a certain kind of  necessity (determinism) 
is at odds with a kind of  contingency (free will). Looked at in this way, CAP compatibility con-
cerns are part of  a family of  traditional worries raised by predeterminisms, including not only 
well-known problems about determinism (Campbell and Lota [8]), God’s omniscience (fore-
knowledge) and the logical principle of  bivalence (Finch [2]), but also eternalism (Buckareff  
2019), providential determinism, and socio-economic determinism. Many of  these predeter-
minisms involve commitments to scientific, religious, even political world views. For instance, 
a Catholic might be committed to providential determinism, or a Marxist to socio-economic 
determinism. This partly explains why some compatibility problems are worrisome to some 
people, but not to others. If  the predeterminism is disconnected to one’s world view, it is easy 
to give it up. Once we consider compatibility problems broadly–as involving any number of  
predeterminisms in conflict with free will–it is likely each of  us has a worrisome compatibility 
problem waiting to be revealed.

The problem of  determinism remains a popular entry point to the problem of  free will, but 
it is not the only framework which draws upon notions of  luck (i.e. factors beyond our con-
trol) to raise pressing questions about the nature and existence of  free will. Even if  one were 
to show that the future is not perfectly predetermined–by God, the laws of  nature, the axioms 
of  logic, or anything else–one would not have thereby made the case for free will. Even if  a 
world without a pre-established future must include some type of  indeterminacy, it is by no 
means obvious which type of  indeterminacy is required. This raises a new concern: perhaps 
the best arguments in the literature, when taken together, will support the conclusion that 
free will is impossible whether or not there is indeterminacy in the world and, hence, that 
denialism is true.

From the ancient Epicurean idea that free will might be found in the random “swerve” of  
Democritean atoms (Pereboom 2009, pp. 17–18) to the modern idea that free will is grounded 
in the (purportedly) probabilistic behavior of  quantum particles (Kane 2003; Balaguer [19]), 
many people have argued for a tight connection between free will and causal indeterminacy. 
As we have seen, CAP theorists are committed to solving the problem of  free will through a 
very particular characterization of  the problem of  determinism and, given their commitment 
to classical possibilism, classical incompatibilists are committed to a broadly libertarian inter-
pretation of  free will. However, even CAP theorists who are committed to a libertarian analy-
sis of  the ability to do otherwise respected the worry that causal indeterminacy might “hurt” 
one’s efforts to exercise free will. For example, van Inwagen’s “freakish demon” manipula-
tion argument (van Inwagen 1983, pp. 130–134) was the first of  the so-called manipulation 
arguments (Capes [9], Mickelson 2017) to raise serious concerns about the incompatibility of  
free will and indeterminism. The more renowned Mind argument raised the same concerns 
(Campbell and Lota [8]). (It is called the “Mind argument” because influential versions of  
it were published in the journal of  that name.) The Mind argument “occurs in three forms” 
or “three closely related strands of  argument that are often twisted together” (van Inwagen 
1983, p. 126). All the strands begin with “a certain set of  reflections on what the nature of  
free action must be if  the incompatibilist is right,” e.g., supposing the world is causally unde-
termined but productive of  free action.11
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Van Inwagen notes there are structural similarities underlying the Mind Argument and 
the Consequence Argument, the most influential argument for classical incompatibilism, 
suggesting that if  one is sound, then so must be the other (van Inwagen 1983, pp. 147–150; 
Campbell and Lota [8]). In broad strokes, the Consequence Argument is a seemingly simple 
conditional argument: If  determinism is true, then everything we will ever do is a conse-
quence of  the laws of  nature and states of  the world in the remote past (prior to the existence 
of  the first human); since we have no control over the past (Wasserman [10]) or the laws 
(Vihvelin [14]), we have no control–in just the sense picked out by ‘free will’–over anything 
we do. Yet, it seems not to matter much if  we replace the laws of  nature with probabilistic 
laws. Either way, we have “precious little free will” (van Inwagen 1989, p. 405).

As a CAP theorist, van Inwagen originally presented the Consequence Argument against 
the backdrop of  CAP’s background assumptions, which places constraints on how we inter-
pret this argument’s premises and conclusion. For example, the original CAP-based version 
of  the Consequence Argument (hereafter, the Classical Consequence Argument) was specifi-
cally an argument for classical incompatibilism. That is, the Classical Consequence Argu-
ment concludes that it is impossible to exercise the ability to do otherwise picked out by the 
term ‘free will’ when determinism is true, from which it follows (given the CAP assumption 
of  classical possibilism) that a libertarian interpretation of  the ability to do otherwise must 
be correct. According to this libertarian account, indeterministic leeway is a prerequisite for 
exercising the ability to do otherwise, a.k.a. free will.

Here, then, we strike a tension at the core of  the CAP program. The Classical Consequence 
Argument concludes that classical incompatibilism is true, and above we noted that some 
philosophers believe that there are structural similarities between the Classical Consequence 
Argument and the Mind argument which ensure that if  one of  these arguments is sound, 
then so is the other. However, if  both of  these arguments are sound, it means that people 
cannot act freely whether determinism is true or false–in which case classical possibilism, 
a defining background assumption of  CAP, is false.12 The tension may indicate a problem 
with the assumption of  classical possibilism, i.e. perhaps anthropocentric possiblism and/
or the classical account of  free will is incorrect (Campbell and Lota [8]). Not wanting to give 
up on such foundational CAP commitments, it is perhaps unsurprising that van Inwagen–
an eminent CAP theorist–has responded to the apparent paradox within CAP by adopting 
mysterianism, the view that free will exists but it is a mystery (van Inwagen 1983, 1998, 
2000).13 For those less committed to the CAP program, the best response to this tension may 
be less clear–though, minimally, it encourages us to explore other (neo-classical and non-
classical) options.

The manipulation argument has become one of  the most popular tools for exploring non-
CAP approaches to the problem of  free will (Capes [9]). Multiple-case manipulation argu-
ments were already in play during the classical period, e.g. van Inwagen’s “freakish demon” 
argument targeted broadly libertarian accounts of  free will (van Inwagen 1983, pp. 130–
134) and Richard Taylor’s earlier “puppet” argument targeted compossibilist accounts of  
free will (Taylor 1963, p. 45). However, manipulation arguments are now used to support 
a wide variety of  conclusions. For example, Derk Pereboom’s influential Four-Case Argu-
ment aims to establish neo-classical incompatibilism and to offer some support for the more 
specific source incompatibilist position that determinism-related causal factors preclude 
human free will by keeping people from satisfying the source condition on free will (Pere-
boom 2001, 2014). Other manipulation arguments are more thoroughly untethered from 
the CAP framework. For example, Alfred Mele’s revised Zygote Argument (Mele 2013, 2017, 
2019) is distinctive insofar as it concludes to mere incompossibilism, the relatively modest 
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non-explanatory claim that it is impossible for an ordinary human to act freely when deter-
minism is true. Unlike Pereboom’s Four-Case Argument, Mele’s argument is completely silent 
about why incompossibilism is true (Mickelson 2015b, 2017, 2021). Kristin Mickelson’s 
Master Manipulation Argument marks an even more radical departure from the classical 
program (Mickelson 2019a, 2019b). Like other influential non-classical arguments, such as 
Galen Strawson’s Basic Argument and Neil Levy’s related “Luck Pincer” (Levy 2011, Hart-
man [23]), the Master Manipulation Argument concludes to constitutive-luck source impos-
sibilism–which, if  true, would mean that the rival explanatory conclusion of  the Four-Case 
Argument is false (Mickelson 2015b, 2017, 2019a, 2019b).14

The expansion of  arguments and worries about the relationship between free will and factors 
beyond our control has generated new thoughts about the problem of  free will, and lends force to 
a relatively new type of  worry. With the array of  views about free will now available, we can ask 
“Which reflects the layman’s notion of  free will–and how should we respond if  it turns out that 
there is a conflict between the view philosophers think is the best and the one endorsed by the 
folk?”. These and related worries have motivated revisionism about free will, the view that the cor-
rect solution to the problem of  free will clashes with the folk notion of  free will and/or common 
freedom-related practices, e.g. moral praise/blame and punishment (Vargas [13]). While revi-
sionism raises many interesting and pressing questions about free will and metaphilosophical 
issues facing those who study it, the justification for revisionism will depend largely upon what 
our best science tells us about its empirical components (e.g. what the folk think about free will).

3 Science and Free Will

From antiquity, many philosophers have viewed the fixity of  the world–whether due to gods, 
causal-like conditions, the principles of  logic, or the like–as antithetical to the belief  that 
humans have any control over their lives. When Newtonian physics arose, the specific chal-
lenge presented by causal determinism became especially pressing, for it quickly appeared to 
be foundational for a scientific view of  the world. Subsequent centuries strongly reinforced 
the explanatory and predictive force of  Newton’s mechanics with expansion of  its influence 
into other developing sciences such as chemistry and biology, and even began to influence 
the development of  modern psychology through Freud and later more explicitly so with Skin-
ner and Watson’s behaviorism. On the practical side, the use of  Newtonian principles became 
crucial to emergent technologies exhibited in the industrial revolution, providing forceful 
everyday evidence of  their increasingly plain truth.

However, this high tide of  determinism ebbed somewhat in the early 20th century with 
the rise of  an alternative account of  fundamental reality: quantum theory and the associated 
idea of  probabilistic causation or even outright indeterminism at work in the deepest levels of  
reality (at least according to some interpretations). These latter interpretations brought new 
hope to aspiring libertarians but also raised new worries for those who believed that quantum-
like indeterminacy in human nature could do nothing to aid a like account of  free will, une-
quipped with any feature that could easily accommodate room for human control over it. In 
the light of  these more recent scientific trends, it is not surprising then that the determinism/
indeterminism debate arose and continued to strongly influence free-will theorists as informed 
by the constantly evolving results of  scientific inquiry and emerging theories. As we related 
earlier, this conflict between determinism and indeterminism was philosophically sharpened 
and focused in the 20th century, giving rise to CAP’s emphasis on this distinction, and con-
tinues in various themes today (see Vihvelin [14] for a detailed contemporary examination of  
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the concept of  causality at work in determinism, for example). It remains to be seen whether 
CAP or non-CAP perspectives along with further scientific investigation will move us closer to 
a satisfactory solution to the problem of  free will. It is undeniable though that science has been 
a formative factor in the free will debate in the last century, and more recently has assumed a 
prominent role in the very methodology of  how to conduct that debate.

In the 1980s empirical experiments such as Libet’s famously began to lay ground for the still 
evident stand among many neuroscientists against the existence of  free will (assuming that a 
broadly libertarian account of  free will is correct) citing traceable data that unconscious pre-
dispositions for choice can be recorded even before any such choices enter the conscious realm 
(Libet et al. 1983; see also Waller [17]; Levy and Wright [15] examine one facet of  this in terms of  
implicit attitudes). Since these results may be thought to favor determinism of  the mind (in some 
sense) prior to instances of  choice, then indeterminism of  choice, either conscious or uncon-
scious, would seemingly be ruled out (but see Woodward [16]). Libertarianism thus appears to 
be completely knocked out of  the realm of  plausibility (though many following Libet simply then 
do not make argumentative room for the possibility of  a compatibilist/compossibilist view of  free 
will, thus revealing their bias that some broadly libertarian account of  free will must be correct; 
see Cova [18] for discussion). However, many have pointed out that this is a rush to judgment 
given the uncertainty of  what the data really reveals as against several plausible alternatives of  
how metaphysically choice may work moving from unconscious sources into the arena of  how 
conscious choices are made (Robichaud [21] examines one important aspect of  this).

The rise of  neuroscience in the latter part of  the 20th century also now plays an important–
and some say indispensable–role in understanding how free will and action theory issues sort 
out against the background of  studies about the brain and mental behavior ((Waller [17]); on 
one extreme end Penrose 1989 argues that a quantum theory of  brain activity may solve the 
free will problem and in a way favorable to libertarianism, but see Boolos et al. 1990 for criti-
cism). Indeed, some advocates of  libertarianism have insisted that a careful examination of  the 
science of  the brain supports that view and speaks against a Libet-style conclusion of  his own 
studies (Balaguer [19]; see also Kane 2003). As we better understand the details of  our mental 
lives in scientific terms, we may discover at least important clues about how to better interpret 
any role that freedom and responsibility might play out with respect to those findings.

Aside from the determinism/indeterminism debate, the most direct empirical trend of  the 
21st century involving the free will problem has been in the rise of  experimental philosophy – 
usually termed “X-Phi” (see Nahmias et al. 2005 and Nichols and Knobe 2007 for example; 
for metacriticism see Cova et al. 2018). The motivation for X-Phi is rooted in familiar claims 
in previous free will literature (especially the CAP-based distinction between compatibilism 
and incompatibilism) about the beliefs and attitudes of  “the folk.”15 X-Phi developed in part 
to inform such claims with real data – statistical surveys that posed specific sets of  questions 
to groups of  individuals in order to ascertain real-world beliefs and attitudes about matters 
of  freedom and free will. The idea was that if  one could obtain real world data about the 
intuitions of  large groups of  people about specific free will-related scenarios then one could 
tabulate in a comprehensive way overall views that then could factor into free will debates, 
thus eliminating pure speculation about how “the folk” were disposed to talk in favor of  a 
scientific basis for such claims. In addition, these empirical methods have been extended to 
include methods testing for psychological factors such as implicit bias, which subconsciously 
could influence conscious decisions of  a free will nature (Levy and Wright [15]). While the 
significance of  this overall avenue of  inquiry is still controversial, there is little doubt that 
these empirical methods will have continuing influence in the ways that forthcoming debates 
on free will are framed.
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4 Moral Responsibility

While the relationship between free will and moral responsibility has always been part of  the 
free-will debate, the latter has become even more prominent as CAP’s influence has waned. 
When the classical (ability to do otherwise) characterization of  free will was challenged, phi-
losophers generally agreed that a more inclusive definition of  ‘free will’ was needed for pur-
poses of  framing the problem of  free will and the problem of  determinism. The new definition 
needed to avoid any details that might be considered question-begging (e.g. by presuming 
that a classical rather than source account of  free will is correct, or vice versa), yet it also 
needed to be adequately precise to pick out a distinct phenomenon as the topic of  debate (lest 
the free-will discourse devolve into an empty verbal dispute). In response, many philosophers 
have adopted the practice of  using ‘free will’ to refer to the necessary control condition–as 
opposed to the necessary epistemic condition (Robichaud [21])–on moral responsibility, where 
the latter is understood in the backward-looking, non-consequentialist, type of  responsibility 
associated with basic desert (McCormick [24]).

Whether or not one approves of  the move towards identifying free will with the type of  
control required for basic-desert moral responsibility, the moral-responsibility turn in the 
free-will literature has had its benefits. While moral responsibility is interesting in its own 
right, the neo-classical practice of  fixing the referent of  ‘free will’ in terms of  moral respon-
sibility has helped us to approach the problem of  free will in new ways and encouraged us to 
reconsider what the free-will debate is and/or should be about (White [31]). For example, it is 
commonly agreed that free will is a type of  control that one exercises in the performance of  an 
action, and that anyone with free will would have, at minimum, the type of  control required 
to make a person praiseworthy and/or blameworthy for their morally-valenced actions. As 
such, free will seems required to make a person an apt target of  the moral emotions (Ekstrom 
[22]) and familiar practices of  praise and blame. As such, settling what type of  control (if  
any) is really needed for these things may help us to get a better grasp on what a viable solu-
tion to the problem of  free will must look like. For example, many free-will theorists have 
been skeptical of  the proposal that ‘free will’ picks out (or should pick out) the type of  control 
required for ultimate “heaven-and-hell” moral responsibility (Strawson 1994, Adams [7]), a 
type of  responsibility implicit in the belief  that God will ensure that humans receive their just 
deserts, e.g. being tormented in hell in the afterlife. Not only does such ultimate control seem 
to be metaphysically impossible or even incoherent (e.g. Strawson 1994, p. 8; van Inwagen 
1998, Mickelson 2019b), but some hold that a comparatively modest type of  control–per-
haps even more modest than basic-desert responsibility (if  there is a difference between the 
two)–would be enough to support our current moral practices of  praise/blame (McCormick 
[24]), forgiveness (Ekstrom [22]), and reward/punishment. If  this is right, then perhaps the 
idea that free will is intimately connected with some type of  ultimate or basic-desert control 
is mistaken. However, if  such practices and policies are justified only if  we are at least basic-
desert responsible for our actions, then free-will denialism would seem to imply that the time 
has come to revise these and closely related practices and policies (or at least the justification 
for them), such as legal policies which recommend harsh punishments for criminal behavior 
(Ekstrom [22], K. Levy [25], Pereboom [29]).

Among the more recently developed moral-responsibility approaches to the problem of  free 
will are those which focus on the moral agency of  the mentally disabled and young children 
(Griffith [20]) and those which draw upon the well-established literature on the paradox of  
moral luck (Hartman [23]). Since the paradox of  moral luck emerged during the classical period 
of  the free-will debate (Williams and Nagel 1976; see also Nagel 1986), it is to be expected that 
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moral-luck theorists have typically assumed the CAP view of  the problem of  determinism, i.e. 
that it is a narrow debate about “antecedent causal luck”. However, the recent convergence 
of  the basic vocabulary between the two literatures–especially the language of  control and 
luck–has highlighted hitherto overlooked similarities between the two problems. As the cross-
pollination of  these established literatures increases, we can expect more critical pressure to 
fall upon the CAP assumption that the problem of  determinism is fundamentally a problem of  
causal luck–as opposed to, say, a problem of  constitutive luck (Mickelson 2019b). Future work 
which explores these non-classical avenues of  thought may prove equally useful to philoso-
phers working on the problem of  free will and to those philosophers who are interested in free 
will only insofar as it is related to moral and legal responsibility.

5 The Future

The wisdom of  speculation about the future of  anything has considerable history against it. 
From the supreme confidence in Newtonian physics prior to Einstein and Planck to the dec-
laration that World War I was so horrific as assuredly to constitute “the war to end all wars”, 
there are countless examples of  the retrospective frivolity of  predicting the future that seem 
to undercut the wisdom of  even the attempt to do so. However, just as the role of  hypothesis 
is central to the work of  much science, and has proved its merits time and again even though 
failures vastly outnumber successes, we believe that some prognostication about the future 
of  free will and action theory might yield some parallel advantage. This is how we approach 
such an effort in this volume–not only directly trying to predict how things might go in these 
and related areas (Mele [30], Tierney [27]), but also emphasizing present areas of  investiga-
tion that might prove much more fruitful in the future.

The major future trend we see in several contributions in this volume is an emphasis on 
the role of  empirical methods in contributing to or even guiding the dialogues on free will 
and action theory, as we noted above concerning the rise of  X-Phi and the increasing influ-
ence of  neuroscience. Another facet of  this empirical dimension to the debates is that there 
appears to be an increased emphasis on the phenomenology of  choice (Deery and Nahmias 
[26], Robichaud [21], Woodward [16]; also see Mele [30]). How such an introspective fac-
tor argumentatively plays off  against more traditional empirical treatments of  psychological 
data requires much more investigation.

A separate trend rooted in empiricism is that of  a pragmatic approach to the free will prob-
lem, which although implicitly present in the literature since at least P.F. Strawson’s influ-
ential “Freedom and Resentment” (Strawson 1962), has not been overtly promoted as a 
dominant theme. Revisionism (Vargas [13]) incorporates some trace of  this in its relativizing 
the adequacy of  a concept of  free will to its overall workability at any given time (see Ekstrom 
[22] on this as well). Illusionism (Smilansky [12]) is partly pragmatic by conceding the falsity 
of  libertarianism yet arguing that we need such a concept in moral and legal terms in order 
to best work as societies (see Levy [25] on how free will is incorporated in matters of  legality). 
In this volume it is argued as well that pragmatism yields the best approach to defining key 
concepts such as determinism (White [3]), and perhaps is the best overall approach to the 
entire free will problem (White [31]).

Beyond considerations of  the empirical, it appears clear that forms of  free will denialism, 
skepticism, and even to an extent illusionism will expand in influence (Hartman [23], Pere-
boom [29], Smilansky [12]; also see Vilhauer 2012 and Mele [30] who offer varieties of  epis-
temic skepticism about free will). Though some routes to skepticism, denialism (especially 
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Pereboom’s), and illusionism are extensions of  the CAP program, others are firmly outside the 
CAP tradition (e.g. Galen Stawson 1986, Levy 2011, Mickelson 2019b; see also Mickelson [4]). 
These non-classical approaches have put considerable pressure on the CAP assumption of  clas-
sical possibilism, and we believe especially that these forms of  skepticism and denialism will 
increase in influence. Non-classical explorations may well have an influence on future develop-
ments in X-Phi as well, leading to better inquiries informed by considerations of  the roles of  luck 
in our choices and moral lives and perhaps even leading us to see that intuitions favoring impos-
sibilism are more widespread than currently assumed. Such inquiries could lead to an increased 
pragmatic concern with reforming our more formal and legal blaming practices in society.

Of  course, familiar philosophical approaches in the tradition of  CAP or in direct/indirect 
criticism of  it will certainly also maintain significant influence in much or most of  the litera-
ture (in this volume: Campbell and Lota [8], Mickelson [4], Balaguer [19], Adams [7], Nichols 
[28], Finch [2], Leftow [11], Mele [30], Vicens [5], Pereboom [29], White [31] for example) 
and it is clear that this is an important part of  moving the field forward by the continued 
reliance on the time-honored methods of  logically-constrained speculation. After all, even in 
science the source of  hypothesis is always the rigorous application of  the inventive prowess 
of  the human mind to intriguing problems.

Glossary

Anthropocentric Impossibilism: The view that it is metaphysically impossible for an ordinary human 
to exercise free will. Anthropocentric impossibilism entails free-will denialism, but it does not entail 
impossibilism. Hard incompatibilism is a species of  anthropocentric impossibilism, though it is not a 
species of  impossibilism.

Anthropocentric Possibilism: The view that it is metaphysically possible for an ordinary human to 
exercise free will. Anthropocentric possibilism entails that anthropocentric impossibilism is false and 
that possibilism is true; it is silent vis-a-vis the truth-value of  the free-will thesis and free-willism.

Classical (a.k.a Leeway) Account of  Free Will (or the classical definition of  ‘free will’): Free will is an 
ability to do otherwise; typically contrasted with source accounts of  free will. Within CAP, the classical 
account of  free will was assumed to be true, leaving open the debate between classical compatibil-
ists and classical incompatibilists over which interpretation of  the ability to do otherwise is correct.

Classical Analytic Paradigm (CAP): The dominant research paradigm during the classical period (c. 
1965–1985) of  the free-will debate. The terms 'compatibilism' and 'incompatibilism' were coined 
for use within CAP, and the background assumptions of  CAP play an essential role in justifying the 
familiar CAP narrative that these two terms named the only two viable candidate solutions to the 
classical compatibility problem.

Classical Compatibilism: The CAP–based view that the classical account of  free will is correct and that 
it is metaphysically possible for an ordinary human to exercise free will (where ‘free will’ refers to an 
ability to do otherwise) when traditional determinism is true, i.e. necessarily, determinism is logically 
compatible with the classical free-will thesis (Mickelson [4]). The “classical” qualifier signals that the 
classical definition of  ‘free will’ is used in stating the view. The term 'compatibilism' was coined (in the 
1960s) as a name for this view.

Classical Compatibility Problem: According to CAP theorists (i.e. philosophers who endorse and work 
within CAP), the problem of  determinism boils down to the challenge of  settling whether classical com-
patibilism or classical incompatibilism is true. Given that classical possibilism is a background assump-
tion of  CAP, all classical compatibilists and classical incompatibilists were anthropocentric possibilists.

Classical Free-Will Thesis: The thesis that free will is (or requires) an ability to do otherwise (i.e. the 
classical account of  free will is correct) and some ordinary human exercises free will; put another way, 
the thesis that an ordinary human exercises free will, where ‘free will’ refers to an ability to do otherwise.
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Classical Incompatibilism: The CAP-based view that the classical account of  free will is correct 
and it is metaphysically impossible for an ordinary human to exercise free will when traditional 
determinism is true because determinism-related factors preclude the type of  indeterministic 
leeway that an exercise of  free will requires, i.e. necessarily, traditional determinism is logically 
incompatible with the classical free-willism (Mickelson [4]). The “classical” qualifier in the name 
signals that the classical definition of  ‘free will’ is used in stating the view. The term ‘incompatibil-
ism’ was coined (in the 1960s) as a name for this view. (If  classical incompatibilism is true, then 
so is neo-classical incompatibilism, but not vice versa.) The Classical Consequence Argument (i.e. 
the Consequence Argument, as originally presented against the background of  CAP) concludes to 
classical incompatibilism.

Classical Possibilism: the conjunction of  two views: (1) free will is (some kind of) an ability to do oth-
erwise, i.e. the so-called classical account of  free will is correct, and (2) anthropocentric possibilism. 

Compossibilism: The view that it is metaphysically possible for an ordinary human to exercise free will 
in a world at which traditional determinism is true; the conjunction of  determinism and the free-will 
thesis is metaphysically possibly true.

Constitutive-luck Source Impossibilism: The view that it is metaphysically impossible for anyone (i.e. 
any metaphysically possible being) to exercise free will because constitutive luck–as opposed to, 
say, causal luck–prevents people from satisfying the necessary source condition on free will. Galen 
Strawson’s Basic Argument (Strawson 1994, 2011) and Kristin Mickelson’s Master Manipulation 
Argument (Mickelson 2021) each conclude to this view.

Free-will Denialism: One of  two basic solutions to the problem of  free will (the other is free-willism). De-
nialism is the view that no (ordinary human) has free will, i.e. the view that the free-will thesis is false. 
Hard determinism is a common route to denialism; all arguments for anthropocentric impossibilism 
and impossibilism are (a fortiori) arguments for denialism.

Free-will Thesis: The thesis that an ordinary human exercises free will (where ‘free will’ is neutral 
between classical and non-classical accounts of  free will, e.g. by fixing the referent of  ‘free will’ to 
the control condition on basic-desert moral responsibility). Compare to the classical free-will thesis.

Free-willism: One of  two basic solutions to the problem of  free will (the other is free-will denialism).
The view that some ordinary human has free will, i.e. the view that the free-will thesis is true. Liber-
tarianism and soft determinism are common species of  free-willism.

Hard incompatibilism: A species of  anthropocentric impossibilism which claims that it is impossible 
for an ordinary human to exercise free will on the grounds that, whether determinism is true or false, 
some kind of  causal luck (i.e. causal factors beyond one’s control) would keep a normal human from 
satisfying some necessary condition on free will. The “hard” in the name signals that the view entails 
free-will denialism. Notably, hard incompatibilism is a species of  anthropocentric impossibilism but 
not (unqualified) impossibilism.

Hard Source Incompatibilism: The view that hard incompatibilism is true, and the necessary condition 
which an ordinary human cannot satisfy when determinism is true is a source condition and not a 
classical ability-to-do-otherwise (a.k.a. leeway) condition.

Impossibilism: The unqualified view that it is metaphysically impossible for anyone (i.e. any meta-
physically possible being, even God) to exercise free will. Impossibilism entails denialism. Galen 
Strawson’s “Basic Argument” (Strawson 1994, 2011) and Kristin Mickelson’s “Master Manipula-
tion Argument” (Mickelson 2021) conclude to impossibilism. (Notably, hard incompatibilism is not 
an impossibilist view.)

Incompatibilism: The term ‘incompatibilism’ has become an umbrella term and currently has no 
standard meaning; the same is true of  many phrases commonly associated with this term, e.g. “free 
will is incompatible with determinism”. The term is currently used to refer to incompossibilism, 
classical incompatibilism, neo-classical incompatibilism, anthropocentric impossibilism, impossibil-
ism, and many other views (e.g. see endnote 10). (The same is true, mutatis mutandis, of  the term 
'compatibilism' and the ambiguous phrases commonly used to define it).

Incompossibilism: The view that it is metaphysically impossible for an ordinary human to exercise 
free will in a world (or universe) at which traditional determinism is true; alternatively, the view 
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that the material conditional “If  traditional determinism is true, then the free-will thesis is false” is 
necessarily true (i.e. true in all possible worlds) (for more detail, see Mickelson [4]). Some philoso-
phers now use 'incompatibilism' to refer narrowly to incompossibilism (e.g. Mele [30], Capes [9]; see 
endnote 10 for discussion). Within CAP, any argument for incompossibilism was also (given CAP 
background assumptions) an argument for classical incompatibilism; outside of  CAP, the inference 
from incompossibilism to classical incompatibilism or neo-classical incompatibilism is a fallacious 
cum hoc, ergo propter hoc (“with this, therefore on account of/because of  this”) inference (see Mick-
elson [4] and 2021). Alfred Mele’s revised Zygote Argument (Mele 2013, 2017, 2019; Mickelson 
2015b) is an example of  an argument for mere incompossibilism.

Neo-Classical Compatibilism: The view that it is metaphysically possible for an ordinary human to exercise 
free will when traditional determinism is true, and traditional determinism does not stand in any antag-
onistic relevance relation to free will (where ‘free will’ is neo-classically characterized in a way that is 
neutral between classical and non-classical accounts of  free will). The difference between neo-classi-
cal compatibilism and classical compatibilism has to do with how the free-will relatum of  each view is 
fleshed out: the latter assumes that the classical account of  free will is correct but the former does not.

Neo-Classical Incompatibilism: The view that is is metaphysically impossible for an ordinary human 
to exercise free will (where ‘free will’ is neutral between classical and non-classical accounts of  free 
will) when traditional determinism is true because there is a type of  antagonistic relevance relation 
between free will and determinism-related factors; alternatively: necessarily, determinism is logically 
incompatible with the free-will thesis (Mickelson [4]). The difference between neo-classical incom-
patibilism and classical incompatibilism is in the free-will relatum, namely that the latter presumes 
that the classical account of  free will is correct and the former does not. Derk Pereboom’s Four-
Case Argument (Pereboom 2001, 2014) is a famous argument for neo-classical incompatibilism. 
See endnote 10 for further discussion.

Predeterminism: Predeterminism is a trans-temporal (past-to-future) form of  determining (fixing, set-
tling, etc.) of  events and/or the truth-values of  propositions, and its forms of  determination include 
principles like bivalence, divine foreknowledge and providence, traditional determinism, eternalism, 
and socio-economic determinism.

Problem of  Determinism: A loose collection of  disagreements about how to spell out the relation and 
relata of  the template-question “Does free will stand in relation R to determinism: yes or no?”, and to 
explain how (if  at all) asking and answering one or more instances of  this template-question would 
help us to solve the problem of  free will. While CAP theorists treated the problem of  determinism 
narrowly as a problem of  causal luck (i.e. the challenge of  settling whether determinism-related 
causal and/or nomological factors preclude human free will), non-CAP theorists have suggested 
alternative characterizations (e.g. that determinism scenarios, like manipulation cases, sensitize us 
to threats posed by constitutive luck).

Problem of  Free Will: The debate over the nature and existence of  free will. In generic terms, the 
two basic solutions to the problem of  free will are free-willism and free-will denialism. A complete 
solution to the problem of  free will–and hence a complete statement of  free-willism or free-will de-
nialism–must spell out what free will is, e.g. by proposing a set of  individually necessary and jointly 
sufficient conditions for acting freely.

Traditional Determinism: The doctrine that one unique future (relative to any arbitrary time t) is the 
inevitable result of  the naturalistic factors which account for the evolution of  the physical world over 
time (e.g. certain future-fixing causal and/or nomological relations between events in the past and 
events in the future). Notably, traditional determinism is not open to a so-called “broadly Humean” 
interpretation (Beebee and Mele 2002), for it affirms the presence of  just the sort of  necessity-in-na-
ture that broadly Humean accounts of  causation/laws of  nature (by definition) reject; the doctrine 
known as “Humean determinism” is a species of  traditional indeterminism. In this chapter, ‘deter-
minism’ refers to traditional determinism and ‘indeterminism’ refers to traditional indeterminism 
unless otherwise stated. This is just one of  many doctrines which goes by the name ‘determinism.’ 
(See also endnote 6 and White [3] for further discussion.)

Traditional indeterminism: The thesis that traditional determinism is false.
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Notes

 1 The term ‘free-willist’ has been used as an alternative name for the free-will libertarian (e.g. William 
James 1921, A.J. Ayer 1968, and Robert Kane 1996) and the term ‘free-willism’ is commonly as-
sociated with the theological position of  Armenianism. We do not follow such usage here. The term 
‘free-will skepticism’ is sometimes used to refer to denialism and/or an epistemic position about what 
we are justified in believing vis-a-vis the truth of  denialism (e.g. McKenna and Pereboom 2016, p. 
32); we editors prefer to restrict ‘denialism’ to a claim about the existence of  free will and to restrict 
the term ‘skepticism’ to epistemic positions (e.g. the view that we are justified in believing that denial-
ism is true and/or the more modest view that we are not justified in believing that free-willism is true).

 2 No name was assigned to someone who embraced the conjunction of  denialism and indetermin-
ism, i.e. someone who answered the two questions above “no” and “no” (though 'hard indetermin-
ist' would be apt.)

 3 The terms ‘compatibilism’ and ‘incompatibilism’ were, by all appearances, coined by Keith Lehrer 
in the 1960s and were greatly popularized by Peter van Inwagen, especially van Inwagen 1983.

 4 A broadly libertarian account of  free will is one which proposes that it is at least metaphysically pos-
sible for someone to act freely, but includes at least one necessary condition which is metaphysi-
cally impossible to satisfy when determinism is true (e.g. Vicens [5], Adams [7], Smilansky [12], 
Balaguer [19]). Notably, one may adopt a broadly libertarian account of  free will without accept-
ing free-will libertarianism or anthropocentric possibilism (e.g. Pereboom 2014; Mickelson "Hard 
Times for Hard Incompatibilism", ms.).

 5 Another notable feature of  CAP is that CAP theorists typically focused on logical relationships be-
tween propositions rather than metaphysical relationships between non-propositional phenom-
ena. For example, van Inwagen introduced a logical entailment thesis to capture the traditional 
metaphysical doctrine of  determinism (see van Inwagen 1990, p. 277 for helpful diagrams), and 
used this entailment thesis as a proxy for traditional determinism in logic-text proofs which aimed 
to demonstrate that a strict logical inconsistency relation holds between between determinism and 
the classical free-will thesis (e.g. van Inwagen 1983; see also Mickelson [4]).

 6 The traditional doctrine of  determinism is interesting, in part, because it provides the limiting-
case doctrine for minimal actual-sequence leeway, i.e. it states that there is literally zero indeter-
ministic leeway (of  any kind) in the world. Assuming determinism, not even God could intervene 
to prevent the “determined” future from coming to pass (e.g. van Inwagen 1990, p. 277, Sehon 
2011, Mickelson 2012). As such, determinism was a useful tool for exploring free will as it was 
classically characterized. However, philosophers have provided interesting reasons for thinking 
that there are other–at least equally good or better–ways of  defining ‘determinism’ vis-à-vis the 
problem of  free will (e.g. Dennett 2003, White [3]).

 7 The neo-classical compatibility problem is evident when philosophers frame the problem of  deter-
minism as a debate about whether determinism (determinism-related factors, deterministic causal 
luck, or the like) is a threat to free will because it keeps people from being able to act otherwise and/
or because it keeps people from being an adequate source of  their own actions (Mickelson [4]). 
When philosophers adopt this neo-classical framework, they struggle to classify views–such as 
constitutive-luck source impossibilism (discussed below)–which insist that it is impossible to act 
freely when determinism is true even though determinism itself  is entirely irrelevant to free will. 
This is notable, given that worries about constitutive luck have been present in discussions of  the 
problem of  determinism since its inception, as can be seen in the surviving records of  the debates 
between the Stoics and their critics (see Pereboom 2009, Ch. 2).

 8 Semi-compatibilism is the result of  another notable attempt to re-orient the problem of  determin-
ism around the specific type of  control required for moral responsibility in order to evade the narrow 
use of  ‘free will’ established by CAP theorists (e.g. Fischer 1994; Fischer and Ravizza 2006; Fischer 
and Ravizza 1998). While semi-compatibilists agree that determinism-related factors may under-
mine some types of  control (e.g. “regulative control”), they insist that such factors do not undermine 
the control required for moral responsibility. The semi-compatibilist sidesteps a direct challenge to 
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CAP theorists about the meaning of  ‘free will’ by taking no stand on what this term does (or should) 
mean–except to say that if a person insists on using the classical definition of  ‘free will’ and it turns 
out that determinism-related factors preclude one’s ability to do otherwise (as classical incompatibilists 
claim), this result would not establish that determinism-related factors preclude moral responsibility; 
it would, rather, show that free will (i.e. the ability to do otherwise) is not required for moral responsi-
bility. As such, semi-compatibilism is distinct from neo-classical forms of  compatibilism which fix the 
referent of  ‘free will’ to the control condition on moral responsibility only insofar as the latter take a 
stand on what free will is (and what ‘free will’ means) while the semi-compatibilists do not.

 9 Although Pereboom is not an impossibilist, he is an anthropocentric impossibilist because he denies 
that a being who has the properties of  an ordinary human (i.e. someone like us, as we are in the actual 
world) can satisfy the “law-overriding” source condition he forwards as part of  his broadly libertarian 
account of  free will. That is, hard incompatibilism is a type of  anthropocentric impossibilism, but is not 
a type of  impossibilism (for discussion, see Mickelson "Hard Times for Hard Incompatibilism", ms.).

10 As philosophers moved away from the original CAP-based definitions of  ‘compatibilism’ and ‘in-
compatibilism’, they retrofitted the qualifier “classical” to these terms as a way of  marking that 
departure. (The terms ‘classical compatibilism’ and ‘classical incompatibilism’ are also applied to 
views held by pre-CAP philosophers, which leads to complications we cannot address here.) Add-
ing such qualifiers is one way to show due respect for the methodological principle that philoso-
phers may define their jargon however they like while keeping tabs on the dialectically significant 
variations currently in use. Following suit, we have applied the qualifier “neo-classical” to single 
out the initial successors to the classical characterizations. Expanding this tracking device, we 
wish to identify a few additional recharacterizations which may be of  interest to the reader.

As already noted, neo-classical incompatibilism has two defining tenets, namely incompossibi-
lism and a positive explanatory thesis which states roughly that incompossibilism is true because 
determinism (determinism-related causal/nomological factors) deprive ordinary humans of  free 
will; neo-classical compatibilism is also a two-tenet view, one tenet negates the negative thesis of  
neo-classical incompatibilism and the other negates its positive thesis (which means that neo-
classical compatibilism is not equivalent to mere compossibilism (Mickelson 2012, 2015a)). Some 
philosophers have proposed that we use ‘incompatibilism’ to denote only the positive thesis of  neo-
classical incompatibilism and ‘compatibilism’ to name its negation (Levy 2011: p. 1, n. 1; Mickel-
son 2015b); let these be anti-classical incompatibilism and anti-classical compatibilism, respectively. 
Assuming this anti-classical revision, incompossibilism is not a defining tenet of  incompatibilism 
but remains a corollary, so the anti-classical redefinition of  ‘incompatibilism’ leaves the term’s 
earlier neo-classical meaning largely intact. However, anyone who rejects anti-classical incom-
patibilism qualifies as an anti-classical compatibilist, which means that some impossibilists qualify 
as compatibilists on this anti-classical taxonomy. Anti-classical theorists consider this a feature 
rather than a bug, for it highlights that some philosophers argue for the negative thesis of  neo-
classical incompatibilism but against its positive thesis—a position that is not supposed to be avail-
able according to popular CAP-based narratives. (Kadri Vihvelin aims to achieve a similar goal via 
alternative terminological revisions, roughly: keep compossibilism as a defining tenet of  ‘compati-
bilism’, redefine ‘incompatibilism’ to pick out the conjunction of  incompossibilism and anthropo-
centric possibilism, and add ‘impossibilism’ to refer to anthropocentric impossibilism (e.g. Vihvelin 
2008, 2013). A downside of  this “tripartite taxonomy” is that anthropocentric impossibilists (e.g. 
hard incompatibilists) cannot be classified as incompatibilists even when they embrace both ten-
ets of  neo-classical incompatibilism (e.g. Vihvelin 2013: p.242, n. 5; Mickelson 2015a)). Other 
philosophers now use ‘compatibilism’ and ‘incompatibilism’ as their preferred labels for compos-
sibilism and incompossibilism (e.g. Mele [30] and 2017: p. 6, n. 4; Capes [20]); to track this usage, 
let these be post-classical compatibilism and post-classical incompatibilism, respectively. These post-
classical revisions bring back a bipartite taxonomy of  (in)compatibilism by rejecting—fruitfully, 
according to post-classical theorists—more complicated taxonomies which treat the traditional 
dispute between anti-classical compatibilists and anti-classical incompatibilists as a fundamental 
point of  divide in the contemporary free-will debate. A purported upside of  the post-classical tax-
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onomy is that impossibilists cannot be compatibilists (since post-classical compatibilists are com-
possibilists); a downside is that anti-classical compatibilists and anti-classical incompatibilists are 
lumped into one motley “anti-compatibilist” category. Hybrid recharacterizations are also found 
in the literature, e.g. using ‘incompatibilism’ to denote neo-classical incompatibilism but ‘compat-
ibilism’ to denote mere compossibilism (see Mickelson 2021 for discussion). Despite appearances, 
the latter hybrid does not yield a genuine bipartite taxonomy, for (assuming these hybrid defini-
tions) it may be that compatibilism and incompatibilism are both false and some third view—un-
named by the hybrid theorist—is true (e.g. constitutive-luck impossibilism).

With the above distinctions in hand, readers are better prepared to spot the common practice 
of  technically defining ‘incompatibilism’ in one way while using it in another (e.g. McKenna and 
Pereboom 2016: pp. 30 and 151; Sartorio 2016: pp. 147 and 157) and to track fundamental 
differences between famous “arguments for incompatibilism”. For example, Pereboom’s Four-
Case Argument (Pereboom 2001, 2014) concludes to neo-classical incompatibilism (Pereboom 
[29, n.5]), relying upon a slippery-slope argument to support post-classical incompatibilism and 
a modest best-explanation argument to support anti-classical incompatibilism; Alfred Mele’s 
original Zygote Argument (Mele 2006) is invalid because its premises support mere post-classical 
incompatibilism but its conclusion is a statement of  anti-classical incompatibilism (and/or neo-
classical incompatibilism) (Mickelson 2015b); Mele’s revised Zygote Argument (e.g. Mele 2013, 
2017, 2019) is an argument for post-classical incompatibilism (a.k.a. incompossibilism) but it is 
not an argument for anti-classical incompatibilism (and hence is not an argument for neo-classi-
cal incompatibilism); Kristin Mickelson’s Master Manipulation Argument—like Galen Strawson’s 
Basic Argument (Strawson 1994)—concludes to impossibilism via reasoning which implies that 
post-classical incompatibilism (a.k.a. incompossibilism) is a true but metaphysically trivial posi-
tion and that anti-classical incompatibilism (hence neo-classical incompatibilism) is false (e.g. 
Mickelson 2015b, 2019a, 2019b, “Hard Times for Hard Incompatibilism,” ms.). Again, the novel 
qualifiers we have applied to the term ‘incompatibilism’ here are merely a rhetorical device for 
tracking the different views currently called by name ‘incompatibilism’; whether philosophers 
should continue to use a single term in such disparate ways is another matter. Indeed, Mickelson 
argues that non-CAP theorists should sidestep the project of  rehabilitating jargon from a research 
paradigm they reject and instead embrace new ways of  talking about the fundamental divides in 
the contemporary debate (e.g. Mickelson [4]). Readers are advised to keep such differences and 
debates in mind as they read the chapters in this volume, and are invited to consider their own 
preferred solution to these jargon/taxonomy problems.

11 Since all the strands are critical of  libertarianism, a CAP theorist may interpret these arguments 
as lending support to classical compatibilism.

12 Notably, other interesting problems arise when we untether the Consequence Argument from CAP, e.g. 
it is unclear that the argument still pinpoints determinism as a threat to free will (e.g. Campbell 2007).

13 Van Inwagen finds some logical space in the possibility of  imminent or agent causation but this 
just raises further puzzles (van Inwagen 1983: 151–52).

14 Notably, this means that if  the conclusion of  Mickelson’s Master Manipulation Argument is true, 
Pereboom’s hard incompatibilism is also false. Readers should note that interesting dialectical 
points like this one are often obscured by the common classically-driven practice of  lumping all 
manipulation arguments together under the label “arguments for incompatibilism.” We advise 
the reader to look carefully at the stated conclusion of  any given manipulation argument in order 
decide whether the argument aims to support mere incompossibilism, a type of  classical or neo-
classical incompatibilism, or a type of  impossibilism which entails that incompossibilism is true 
but classical and neo-classical forms of  incompatibilism are false.

15 If, as we claim, the background assumptions of  much X-Phi inquiry is within the tradition of  CAP, 
then many issues, such as the role that non-causal types of  luck (e.g. constitutive luck) may play 
in deterministic or indeterministic scenarios, are completely left out of  the picture, and this may 
well skew the subjects’ responses in errant ways. Perhaps X-Phi studies might better reflect non-
CAP concerns in the future? (For positive signs of  movement in that direction, see Cova 2022.)
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1 Introduction

Fatalism is the thesis that no one acts freely, where:

(FA) Agent S freely performs act A at time t =df. (i) S performs A at t and (ii) for some time t- such 
that t- ≠ t, it is up to S at t- whether S performs A at t

and:

(UP) It is up to S at t- whether S performs A at t =df. S at t- is both (a) able to perform A at t and (b) 
able to refrain from performing A at t,

so that (FA) is equivalent to:

(FA*) Agent S freely performs act A at time t =df. (i) S performs A at t and (ii) for some time t- such 
that t- ≠ t, S at t- is both (a) able to perform A at t and (b) able to refrain from performing A at t.

This definition presupposes a leeway rather than a source theory of  free action: according to 
leeway theorists, free action “requires alternative possibilities”; source theorists, by contrast, 
contend that if  an agent is (in some relevant sense) the source of  an action, the agent acts 
freely even if  she lacks alternative possibilities.1 As the ensuing discussion ought to make 
clear, the debate over fatalism arises only if  a leeway theory of  free action is presupposed.

Some leeway theorists will balk at a definition of  free action according to which the time 
at which an agent is “able to do otherwise” is necessarily distinct from the time at which the 
agent acts freely.2 In order to address their concern, it will be useful to consider the notion of  
a time. Following Finch and Rea (2008), I acknowledge that times might be thought of  
either as abstract states of  affairs3 or as concrete events, and I offer that “Abstract times might 
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fruitfully be thought of  as present-tense maximal state of affairs.” In defining this notion, they 
stipulate that:

[A] state of  affairs [O] is future-directed just in case either [O]’s obtaining entails that some contin-
gent thing will exist or [O]’s obtaining entails that no contingent thing will exist; [a] past-directed 
state of  affairs [is defined] in the obviously parallel way. Then a state of  affairs [O] is present-tense 
maximal if  and only if, for every atomic state of  affairs [O′] that is neither future-directed nor 
past-directed, either [O] includes [O′] or [O] precludes [O′].4(10)

And that:

One state of  affairs includes another just in case the obtaining of  the first state of  affairs entails 
the obtaining of  the second. One state of  affairs precludes another just in case the obtaining of  
the first entails that the second does not obtain. (10, fn. 11)

Finch and Rea add that “A concrete time might then be thought of  as the event of  some par-
ticular abstract state of  affairs obtaining” (10). In what follows, I will use the term time to 
refer to present-tense maximal concrete events. However, it should be clear that nothing of  
substance hinges on using this term in this way;5 for the purposes of  this essay, what matters 
is that present-tense maximal concrete events do, in fact, occur.

Indeed, at the moment, what matters is that, given the definition of  S’s freely performing 
A at t, t is a present-tense maximal concrete event that includes S’s performing A. In order to 
see why this should matter, let us consider, first, that it seems uncontroversial to assume that:

(Able) S at t- is able to perform A at t.

entails:

(Possible) It is possible6 that: (i) t- occurs and (ii) S performs A at t.

And, by extension, it seems uncontroversial that if  S at t- is able to refrain from performing A 
at t, it is (broadly logically) possible that (i) t- occurs and (iii) S refrains from performing A at t. 
But given the preceding definition of  a time, and given that (ex hypothesi) t includes S’s per-
forming A, it follows that it is (broadly logically) impossible that (iv) t occurs and (iii) S refrains 
from performing A at t. It follows, in other words, that if  S at t- is both able to perform A at t 
and able to refrain from performing A at t, t-≠t.

Having specified the relevant definition of  free action, I can move on to distinguishing 
between logical and theological fatalism. According to logical fatalism, the thesis that no one 
acts freely is entailed by the definition of  free action and the logical principle of  bivalence, 
which is the thesis that:

(Bivalence) For any proposition p, either p is true or p is false and p is not both true and false. (i.e., every 
proposition has exactly one truth value and there are no truth values other than truth and falsity.)

The pith of  the argument for logical fatalism is this:

Every proposition is either true or false. Suppose that the proposition <Agent S performs act A at 
time t> is true. If  this proposition is ever true, it is always true. And if  this proposition is always 
true, there is never a time at which it is up to S whether it is true or false. (Indeed, if  this proposi-
tion is always true, it is true long before S comes into existence and, hence, long before S is able to 
do anything at all.) But if  there is never a time at which it is up to S whether <Agent S performs 
act A at time t> is true or false, S does not freely perform A at t. Since this point generalizes to any 
agent, any act, and any time, free action is impossible.
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According to theological fatalism, the thesis that no one acts freely is entailed by the definition 
of  free action and the existence of  an essentially omniscient God, where the definition of  
essential omniscience entails the truth of  bivalence:

(EDO) God is essentially omniscient =df. For any proposition p, (i) either God knows that p is true 
or God knows that p is false, (ii) God knows that p is not both true and false, and (iii) it is impossi-
ble7 for God to be mistaken about the truth value of  any proposition.8

Here is the pith of  the argument for theological fatalism (which is sometimes called “the prob-
lem of  freedom and foreknowledge”):

Every proposition is either true or false and God knows the truth value of  each proposition. 
Suppose that the proposition <Agent S performs act A at time t> is true. If  this proposition is true, 
God has always known that it is true. And if  God has always known that it is true, there is no time 
at which it is up to S whether or not God knows that it is true. (Indeed, if  God has always known 
that it is true, God knows its truth long before S comes into existence and, hence, long before S is 
able to do anything at all.) But if  there is never a time at which it is up to S whether or not God 
knows that <Agent S performs act A at time t>is true, S does not freely perform A at t. Since this 
point generalizes to any agent, any act, and any time, free action is impossible.

In what follows, I will offer formal presentations of  these arguments and consider what 
responses are available to opponents of  fatalism. In particular, I will consider responses that 
involve rejecting (i) the arguments’ validity; (ii) the arguments’ assumptions about whether 
it could be up to an agent whether a proposition has always been true or whether it could be 
up to an agent whether God has always known that a true proposition is true; (iii) the argu-
ments’ assumptions about the relationship between truth values and times, on the one hand, 
or God and times, on the other; and (iv) the arguments’ assumptions about whether proposi-
tions can change their truth values or whether an essentially omniscient God can acquire 
knowledge over time.

2 Formulating the Arguments9

In an attempt to present the arguments as clearly and precisely as possible, I will stipulate 
that:

“pA” designates the proposition that S performs A at t.
Its being up to S at time t- whether pA is (identical to) its being up to S at time t- whether S 

performs A at t.
“Ns,t p” designates: p & it is not up to S at t whether p.
Ns,t p is equivalent to (i) p & S at t is unable to render p false and (ii) p & there is nothing S at t 

can do such that, if  S were to do it, p would be false.10

In addition, I note that I will rely on an inference principle similar to (but different from) van 
Inwagen’s famed “principle β” (see, e.g., van Inwagen 1983, 2000):

(Transfer) {Ns,t,p, □(p → q)} ├ Ns,t,q

While one might be able to formulate the arguments for fatalism without explicitly appealing 
to a β-like principle, the strongest versions of  the arguments will include such an appeal.
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With this, I turn to the premises on which the arguments for logical and theological fatal-
ism rely. I have already mentioned Bivalence and Essential Divine Omniscience. Both argu-
ments also depend on some variation on either the Principle of  the Fixity of  the Past or the 
Principle of  the Fixity of  the Present. The former is the principle that:

(FP): Necessarily, for any agent S, any proposition p, and any time t, if  (i) p describes a state of  
affairs that obtains prior to t, (ii) it is not up to S at or after t whether p

while the latter is the principle that:

(FPr): Necessarily, for any agent S, any proposition p, and any time t, if  (i) p describes a state of  
affairs that obtains at t, (ii) it is not up to S at t whether p.

In what follows, I will present the arguments in terms of  the Fixity of  the Past. I will do so 
because this seems to be standard practice, probably because it seems more dialectically effec-
tive than the alternative. I note, though, that (i) given the definition of  free action, the Fixity of  
the Present is trivially true and (ii) nothing of  philosophical significance hinges on my present-
ing the arguments in terms of  the Fixity of  the Past rather than the Fixity of  the Present.

Having stated what the two arguments for fatalism have in common, I turn my attention 
to the argument for logical fatalism. It depends on the truth of  these principles:11

(Truth-at-t): Necessarily, for any proposition p, if  p is true, there is some time t such that p is true at t.

And:

(Immutability): Necessarily, for any proposition p, for any time t, and for any time t*, p is true at t 
if  and only if  p is true at t*.

The first says that each true proposition is true at a time; the second says that propositions do 
not change their truth values across times. I will consider these principles in more detail when 
I discuss attempts to reject them. For now, I will simply acknowledge that while it is possible 
to formulate the argument without explicitly invoking these principles, the argument suc-
ceeds only if  these (or relevantly similar) principles are true.

With the stipulations that (i) “t-1B” designates a time approximately one billion years 
before time t-, (ii) S exists at t-, and (iii) S did not come into existence until long after t-1B,12 the 
argument for logical fatalism may be presented as:

1. pA                               Assumption
2. □(pA ↔ pA is true at t)                   Truth-at-t
3. □(pA is true at t ↔ pA is true at t-1B)         Immutability
4. □(pA ↔ pA is true at t-1B)                  2, 3
5. Ns,t- (pA is true at t-1B)                     Fixity of  the Past
6. Ns,t- pA                            4, 5 Transfer

I note that while this argument depends on the assumption that pA is true, the same argu-
ment could be made, mutadis mutandis, on the assumption that pA is false. What matters is 
that, given Bivalence, pA has one truth value or the other (and not both).

With this, I will offer a formal version of  the argument for theological fatalism. In addition to 
depending on Essential Divine Omniscience and the Fixity of  the Past (or Present), this version 
of  the argument depends on the thesis that God is everlasting, where:
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(Divine Everlastingness) God is everlasting = df. Time t obtains if  God exists at t, 

and the principle that the knowledge of  God is immutable:

(Immutable Knowledge) Necessarily, for any time t, for any time t*, and for any proposition p, God 
at t knows p if  and only if  God at t* knows p.13

This principle of  Immutable Knowledge follows from Immutability, Divine Everlastingness, 
and Essential Divine Omniscience. Here, then, is the argument for theological fatalism:

1′. pA and God exists                  Assumption
2′. □(pA ↔ God at t knows pA)        1′, EDO, Divine Everlastingness
3′.  □(God at t knows pA ↔ God  

at t-1B knows pA)                Immutable Knowledge
4′. □(pA ↔ God at t-1B knows pA)       2′, 3′
5′. Ns,t- (God at t-1B knows pA)         Fixity of  the Past
6′. Ns,t- pA                      4′, 5′ Transfer

In the next section, I will begin to consider different responses to the two arguments.
First, though, I will pause to note that although some philosophers (e.g., Zagzebski) find 

the argument for theological fatalism more compelling than the argument for logical fatal-
ism, Ted A. Warfield (1997) has pointed out that if  an essentially omniscient God exists nec-
essarily, then for any proposition p, <p is true at t> is logically equivalent to <God at t knows 
p>. Warfield further offers that:

If  p and q are logically consistent, then p is consistent with any proposition that is logically equiv-
alent to q.

Warfield’s point is that if  logical fatalism is false, some proposition pA is such that (i) <pA is 
true at t-1B> and (ii) <pA is true at t-1B> is logically consistent with <It is up to some agent 
S at some time t- whether pA>. But given the aforementioned principle, and given that <pA 
is true at t-1B> is logically equivalent to <God at t-1B knows pA>, it follows that if  logical 
fatalism is false, some proposition pA is such that (i) <God at t-1B knows pA> and (ii) <God 
at t-1B knows pA> is logically consistent with <It is up to some agent S at some time t- 
whether pA>. In other words, it follows that if  logical fatalism is false, so is theological fatal-
ism (and vice versa).

I will not dwell on assessing Warfield’s argument. In what follows, though, I will empha-
size that for every response to the argument for logical fatalism, there is an analogous response 
to the argument for theological fatalism (and vice versa).

3 Response 1: The Arguments are Invalid

The most elegant response to both arguments is to simply deny the validity of  the Transfer 
Principle (and other β-like principles).14 On behalf  of  this response, one might note that the 
strongest case for β-like principles seems to consist of  pointing to them and asking “How 
could they not be valid? Doesn’t it seem obvious that they are?” Opponents of  fatalism could 
suggest that, actually, the validity of  β-like principles is not at all obvious and that unless 
someone presents them with an argument for the principles’ validity, they will continue to 
reject the fatalists’ conclusion.
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This response confronts at least two problems. First, β-like principles do strike many par-
ticipants in the debate as valid. Indeed, some defenders of  these principles find the core insight 
so compelling that they simply will not abandon the principles, even if  they concede that a 
particular β-like principle must be jettisoned in favor of  a reformulation.15 Second, many par-
ticipants in the free will debate take it for granted that (i) the Consequence Argument for the 
incompatibility of  free action and determinism is valid only if  some β-like principle is valid, 
and that (ii) without the Consequence Argument, the case for the incompatibility of  free 
action and determinism is relatively weak. Opponents of  fatalism who are libertarians (who, 
that is, are incompatibilists about free action and determinism while affirming the thesis that 
some agents do, in fact, act freely) might reasonably conclude that rejecting the validity of  
β-like principles is too high a price to pay for a response to fatalism. Fortunately for them, the 
other responses to fatalism that I consider are consistent with libertarianism.

4 Response 2: Ockhamism

In this section, I will consider Ockhamism, a response to fatalism that challenges the Principle of  
the Fixity of  the Past (and Present). I will follow the standard practice of  presenting Ockhamists 
as drawing a distinction between so-called hard facts and soft facts. While there is no consensus on 
how to draw the distinction in question, the basic idea is that “A hard fact about the past is entirely 
about the past whereas a soft fact is not: a hard fact about, say, t-1B is a fact whose obtaining is 
entirely independent of  whatever might happen after t-1B, whereas a soft fact about t-1B some-
how depends on, or involves, or includes events that take place at later times”16 (Finch and Rea 
p. 3). Given the definitions already introduced, we can say that a hard fact is included in a time 
(that is, a present-tense maximal concrete event) that has occurred and a soft fact is a future-
directed state of  affairs. Of  course, whether a fact is hard or soft is relative to a time.

The Ockhamist response to both logical fatalism and theological fatalism may be con-
strued as a rejection of  the Principle of  the Fixity of  the Past (or Present). More precisely, it 
amounts to the position that the Principle of  the Fixity of  the Past is ambiguous between the 
Principle of  the Fixity of  the Hard Past:

(FHP) Necessarily, for any agent S, any proposition p, and any time t, (i) if  p describes a state of  
affairs O that is a hard fact at t, (ii) it is not up to S at or after t whether p (is true),

and the Principle of  the Fixity of  the Soft Past:

(FSP) Necessarily, for any agent S, any proposition p, and any time t, (i) if  p describes a state of  
affairs O that is a soft fact at t, (ii) it is not up to S at or after t whether p (is true).

While the former is true, Ockhamists say, the latter – the very principle on which the argu-
ments for fatalism depend – is false.

In order to appreciate why the Ockhamists reject the Principle of  the Fixity of  the Soft Past, 
let us consider a specific example. In particular, let us suppose that pM is true where:

“pM” designates the proposition that Mary marries Harry at tM.

and:

“tM” designates noon on March 13, 3013;
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Given that the current year is 2021, it is now a soft fact that pM is true.
Ockhamists will insist that the soft fact that Mary marries Harry at tM is consistent with 

the existence of  a time t-M such that (i) t-M is earlier than tM and (ii) Mary at t-M is able to do 
something such that, if  she were to do it, pM would be false. Perhaps Mary at t-M is able to can-
cel the wedding, convince Harry that they should elope before March 13, 3013, or shout, 
“No!” when asked whether she takes Harry as her lawfully wedded spouse. To be clear, 
Ockhamists do not suggest that Mary is able to do something that would change the past. 
Rather, they contend that the truth of  pM is consistent with Mary’s being able to do some-
thing such that, if  she were to do it, pM never would have been true in the first place. Given that 
Mary and Harry are, in fact, married at tM, pM has always been true and God has always 
known pM.

Ockhamists emphasize that pM has always been true because of what happens at tM, and 
not the other way around. The order of  dependence (or priority) is crucial: the softs facts 
depend on hard facts in a way that the hard facts do not depend on the soft. Unfortunately, 
Ockhamists do not typically explain how exactly to read “because of ” or what sort of  depend-
ence or priority they have in mind. Finch and Rea (2008) have suggested, though, that if  
eternalism about the metaphysics of  time is correct, Ockhamism succeeds even without such 
an explanation. They offer a standard construal of  eternalism, according to which eternal-
ism is “the thesis that past, present, and future objects (and, by extension, events) exist” 
(10).17 Given the assumption that an event exists if  and only if  it occurs, eternalism is true 
only if  all past, present, and future events occur. Of  course, this is not to say that all past, 
present, and future events occur at the same time (which would be absurd); rather, all the 
events that occur stand in relations of  earlier-than, simultaneous with, and later-than to one 
another. Given this definition, eternalism implies that if  agent S performs act A at time t, S’s 
performance of  A at t occurs; that is, S’s performance of  A at t exists in the concrete world. 
And, as Finch and Rea indicate:

[W]e are fully prepared, in the ordinary case, to think that the proposition that S performs A is 
ontologically dependent on S’s performance of  A and, moreover, that S’s performance of  A is 
ontologically prior to the truth of  the proposition that S performs A. The eternalist Ockhamist’s 
point is that, however we ordinarily understand the relationship between true propositions about 
agents’ action and the agents’ actions themselves, this is how we should understand the relation-
ship between true propositions like [It was true at t-1B that S performs A at t] and S’s performance 
of  A at t. (11–12)

If  they are right, then if  eternalism is true, there is a straightforward sense in which its being 
true at t-1B that S performs A at t is dependent on (the concrete event that is) S’s performing A 
at t. Moreover, they might have added, there is also a straightforward sense in which God’s 
knowing at t-1B that S performs A at t depends on (the concrete event that is) S’s performing 
A at t. Eternalist Ockhamists need not provide a full account of  knowledge in general or divine 
knowledge in particular; they need only point out that there is nothing especially exotic about 
the suggestion that God’s knowledge of  what happens at t depends on what happens at t, but 
not vice versa.

Of  course, Finch and Rea could have made the same point about Ockhamism and onto-
logical dependence without invoking eternalism per se: any account of  the metaphysics of  
time according to which all future objects and events determinately exist would do just as 
well. In the final section of  this essay, I will consider which dialectical options are available to 
opponents of  fatalism who reject the thesis that the future determinately exists. First, though, 
I will turn my attention to another strategy altogether.
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5 Response 3: Propositions Are Not True at Times; God Does Not Have 
Knowledge at Times

In this section, I will consider responding to the argument for logical fatalism by rejecting 
Truth-at-t and, analogously, responding to the argument for theological fatalism by rejecting 
Divine Everlastingness. The former response challenges the very idea that propositions are 
true at times; the latter response challenges the claim that God exists at times. I note that while 
these responses are analogous to one another, they do not seem to stand or fall together: it 
seems that one could accept Truth-at-t while rejecting Divine Everlastingness, or vice versa.

While Truth-at-t might seem innocuous at first, Peter van Inwagen raises a significant 
challenge against it. In particular, he suggests that it is simply nonsense to assert that a propo-
sition is true at a time. He makes this suggestion by considering similar expressions (e.g., 
“true at some particular moment,” “true at every moment,” “became true,” “remained true,” 
“is unchangeably true”) and contending that he cannot “see what these phrases mean if  they 
are used as they are used in the above argument for fatalism” (35). He concedes that if  some-
one were to say, “Municipal bonds are a good investment,” and if  someone else were to reply, 
“That used to be true but it isn’t true anymore,” his respondent’s words “would be a model of  
lucidity” (35). But these words are lucid precisely because his respondent could express the 
same thoughts without resorting to talk of  propositions true at times. For instance, he could 
reply, “While municipals bonds used to have a high rate of  return, they do not have a high 
rate of  return today.” How exactly could one capture the meaning of  “pA was true 1 billion 
years ago” without using the notion of  truth a time? Van Inwagen evaluates several propos-
als for rephrasing and argues that each is meaningless. As such, he concludes that the argu-
ment for logical fatalism rests on a faulty assumption about the relationship between truths 
and times.

The analogous response to the argument for theological fatalism can be traced back to 
Boethius, a sixth-century Christian philosopher. Boethius considered God the one concrete 
object who exists atemporally or eternally (that is, outside of  the temporal order). According to 
the thesis of  Divine Eternity:

(Divine Eternity) God exists and for any time t, God does not exist at t.

Of  course, if  God does not exist at any time, God does not have knowledge at any time. As such, 
it is simply false that God at t-1B knows the truth value of  pA. While the principle of  the Fixity 
of  the Past may be true, its truth has nothing to do with God’s knowledge.

But while Boethius thought that God neither exists nor has knowledge at times, he cer-
tainly did not think God was ignorant of  what happens within the temporal order. As Linda 
Zagzebski explains:

The way Boethius describes God’s cognitive grasp of  temporal reality, all temporal events are 
before the mind of  God at once. To say “at once” or “simultaneously” is to use a temporal meta-
phor, but Boethius is clear that it does not make sense to think of  the whole of  temporal reality as 
being before God’s mind in a single temporal present. It is an atemporal present, a single complete 
grasp of  all events in the entire span of  time. (2016)

This explanation suggests that Boethius endorsed eternalism with respect to the metaphysics 
of  time. Insofar as God is eternal, none of  the events included in the temporal order is tempo-
rally closer to God than any other; insofar as God is omniscient, God knows exactly which 
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events occur, how these events are temporally ordered with respect to one another, and how 
objects and events that exist at different times are diachronically related.

Objections to Boetheianism abound.18 For instance, philosophical objections challenge 
the very coherence of  the position while theological objections question whether Boethius’s 
picture of  God is consistent with other theses about the nature of  God and God’s relationship 
to creation. In the present context, though, the most pressing objection is one that has been 
raised by Zagzebski: even if  Boethius is correct about the relationship between God and the 
temporal order, the threat of  theological fatalism remains. After all, as Zagzebski notes, “we 
have no more reason to think we can do anything about God’s timeless knowing than about 
God’s past knowing. The timeless realm is as much out of  our reach as the past.” Indeed, it 
seems that the theological fatalist may simply reformulate the argument, replacing the prin-
ciple of  the Fixity of  the Past (or Present) with a principle of  the Fixity of  the Eternal:

(FE): Necessarily, for any agent S, any proposition p, and any time t, if  (i) p describes a state of  
affairs that (a) obtains and (b) does not obtain at any time, then (ii) it is not up to S at t whether p.

Stipulating that:

“pGEKA” designates the proposition that God eternally knows pA,

the Boethian analogue of  the argument for theological fatalism may be formulated such 
that:

1″. pA                             Assumption
2″. □(pA ↔ pGEKA)                   EDO, Divine Eternity
3″. Ns,t- pGEKA                       Fixity of  the Eternal
4″. Ns,t- pA                          2′′, 3′′ Transfer

So, merely asserting that God is eternal does not undermine the argument for theological 
fatalism.

But there seems to be more to the Boethian solution than this mere assertion. If  we con-
strue Boethianism as the conjunction of  the theses that (i) God is eternal and (ii) standard 
eternalism is true, and if  Boethians make the reasonable assumption that God’s eternal 
knowledge of  what happens at t depends on what happens at t, but not vice versa, the 
Boethian response to theological fatalism seems importantly similar to the Ockhamists’ 
(though without the distinction between hard and soft facts). In order to see that this is so, let 
us return to pM, the proposition that Mary marries Harry at tM. Boethians can offer that 
although God eternally knows pM, this eternal knowledge is consistent with the claim that 
there is a time t-M such that (i) t-M is earlier than tM and (ii) Mary at t-M is able to do something 
such that, if  she were to do it, it would be false that God eternally knows pM; in this case, God 
would eternally know that pM is false. The Principle of  the Fixity of  the Eternal is false, 
Boethian might say, because what God eternally knows depends on what happens in the tem-
poral order, and not vice versa. Indeed, if  Mary would have decided to postpone the wedding, 
God would have known from eternity that pM was false. But given that Mary did, in fact, go 
through with the wedding, God eternally knows that she does so.

Of  course, this response leaves one with many questions about the relationship between 
an atemporal God and a temporal concrete order. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of  this 
essay to explore these questions, just as it is beyond the scope of  this essay to explore other 
objections to Boethianism.
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Before moving on, though, it seems crucial to raise one further question about the Fixity 
of  the Eternal: does this principle undermine van Inwagen’s response to the argument for 
logical fatalism? After all, if  propositions are not true at times, and if  a proposition p is true, it 
seems that the state of  affairs of  p’s being true obtains eternally (or “outside the temporal 
order,” or “in the timeless realm,” to use Zagzebski’s phrase).

Though I do not presume to know what van Inwagen himself  would say about this objec-
tion, at least two responses seem available. First, one might object to the thesis that proposi-
tions are “eternally true” just as van Inwagen objects to the thesis that propositions are “true 
at times.” In adopting the analogous strategy, one might ask what is meant by “p is eternally 
true.” Taking a cue from van Inwagen, one might point out that this is a metaphysician’s turn 
of  phrase if  ever there was one, and wonder why we should suppose that it is meaningful. One 
might add that propositions are either true simpliciter or not at all: they are neither true at 
times nor true eternally.

Then again, one might also adopt the strategy I have recommended to the Boethian: affirm 
standard eternalism about the metaphysics of  time and insist that the Principle of  the Fixity 
of  the Eternal is false because what is eternally true depends on what happens in the temporal 
order, and not vice versa. As far as I know, van Inwagen has never committed himself  to the 
truth of  eternalism, let alone the Boethian-style response to the principle of  the Fixity of  the 
Eternal. Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to note this dialectical option.

Further discussion of  this issue is beyond the scope of  this essay and, as such, I turn to a 
final type of  response to the arguments for fatalism.

6 Response 4: The Open Future View and Open Theism

In this section, I will consider both the response to logical fatalism offered by the open future 
view and the response to theological fatalism offered by open theism. If  the open future view is 
correct and God is temporally located, open theism is true; however, the converse does not 
hold: van Inwagen, for instance, is an open theist who affirms that God is temporally located 
but denies the open future view. In what follows, I hope to make the dialectical options clear.

With respect to the open future view, Amy Seymour (manuscript) offers that:

According to [the open future view], if  the future is to be open, the future must be metaphysically 
unsettled … This unsettledness is not merely epistemic or linguistic. It is not that we merely do not 
know what the future holds or that our terms cannot precisely capture what will happen – some-
thing about the nature of  reality itself  is unsettled. (1)

Given this definition, the open future view is inconsistent with standard eternalism and any 
other account of  the metaphysics of  time that entails that the future determinately exists.

According to the open future view, if  p+ is a contingent proposition that purports to 
describe a state of  affairs that obtains in the future and does not obtain now, p+ is not true 
now, but it might become true. If, for instance, Mary does indeed marry Harry at noon on 
March 13, 3013, the proposition that Mary marries Harry at noon on March 13, 3013 will 
become true at the relevant future time. Since this proposition is not true now but will become 
true, its truth value will change. In short, Immutability is false and, hence, so is the relevant 
premise of  the argument for logical fatalism:

3.  □(pA is true at t ↔ pA is true at t-1B).
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This response is at least prima facie plausible: after all, it amounts to the claim that if  a state of  
affairs does not yet obtain, it is not yet true that it will obtain.

In terms of  working out the details, proponents of  the open future view have two dialecti-
cal options: (i) denying bivalence; (ii) insisting on the falsity of  all future contingent proposi-
tions that are not entailed by propositions that are true now (hereafter, future contingents). I 
will consider each view in turn.

According to open futurists who deny bivalence, future contingents are neither true nor 
false: while some bivalence deniers contend that such propositions have no truth value at all, 
others insist that they have a truth value other than truth or falsity. Those in the latter group 
typically embrace multivalent logic systems, e.g., the three-valued logic systems offered by Jan 
Kukasiewicz and Stephen C. Kleene. As Theodore Sider explains, “The third truth value is (in 
most cases, anyway) supposed to represent sentences that … have some other status. This 
other status could be taken in various ways, depending on the intended application, for exam-
ple: ‘meaningless’, ‘undefined’, or ‘indeterminate’ ” (Sider 2010: 73).

At first blush, it may seem reasonable to suggest that propositions about the future are 
indeterminate in truth value: after all, since the future has not yet obtained, one might say, it 
is indeterminate what will (or will not) happen. One must consider, though, that classical 
logic is bivalent, so one cannot consistently deny bivalence without admitting that “classical 
logic is wrong – that it provides an inadequate model of  (genuine) logical truth and logical 
consequence” (Sider 72). The rejection of  classical logic may seem to be too high a price to 
pay. Then again, as I have said, various multivalent logics have been developed. Moreover, one 
might be inclined to accept a multivalent logic because it can help not only with future con-
tingents but also with sentences that (i) involve vague terms, (ii) express propositions with 
false presuppositions (e.g., that the king of  France is bald), or (iii) seem to include references 
to fictional entities. Given the resources afforded by multivalent logics, some proponents of  
the open future view conclude that the rejection of  classical logic is a reasonable price to pay.

Other proponents of  the open future view, by contrast, maintain their commitment to 
classical logic and endorse the position known as “all falsism” (so named by Amy Seymour, 
manuscript) and “Russellian open futurism” (so named by Patrick Todd 2016). They agree 
with bivalence deniers that future contingents are not true; indeed, they insist that a proposi-
tion p is true if  and only if  either the corresponding state of  affairs obtains or p is entailed by 
propositions that correspond to states of  affairs that obtain. Since future contingents corre-
spond to states of  affairs that do not yet obtain and are not entailed by propositions of  the 
relevant sort, it obviously follows that these propositions are not true. Here is where their 
disagreement with bivalence deniers becomes salient: all-false theorists insist that, necessar-
ily, a proposition p is not true if  and only if  p is false; a proposition’s not being true is both 
necessary and sufficient for its falsity. Since future contingents correspond to states of  affairs 
that do not yet obtain, they are not yet true and, hence, they are all false.

With this, one might object that this position entails the falsity of  the Law of  Non-
Contradiction (according to which it is necessarily the case that –(p & −p)). All-false theorists 
will insist that this objection confuses propositions of  the form <It is false that O will obtain> 
with propositions of  the form <O will not obtain>: the former but not the latter is the negation 
of  <O will obtain>; the former but not the latter is consistent with the truth of  <It is false that 
O will not obtain>. To return to the case of  Mary and Harry: according to the all-false theorist, 
<It is false that Mary will marry Harry at tM> and <It is false that Mary will not marry Harry 
at tM>; the former is the negation of  <Mary will marry Harry at tM>; and the negation of  
<Mary will marry Harry at tM> is not equivalent to <Mary will not marry Harry at tM>. 
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While one might balk at the all-false theorists’ claim that false propositions become true, one 
should not confuse this claim with a violation of  the Principle of  Non-Contradiction.

Whether open futurists go the route of  bivalence denial or all-falsism, they must admit 
that their view seems at odds with various practices of  ordinary life. After all, we constantly 
form beliefs and make statements about the future and, in so doing, we seem to proceed on the 
assumption that these propositions are true. The open futurist must either concede that we 
are constantly mistaken about the nature of  reality or explain our behavior in such a way 
that it does not, despite appearances, depend on false assumptions about the future. 
Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of  this essay to offer an extensive discussion of  either 
variation on the open future view.

Instead of  dwelling on how well the open future view fares as a response to the argument 
for logical fatalism, I will shift my focus to open theism, the analogous response to the argu-
ment for theological fatalism. According to open theists, the thesis of  Immutable Knowledge 
is false and, as such, so is the premise that:

3'.  □(God at t knows pA ↔ God at t-1B knows pA)

While God at t knows that S performs A at t, the open theist denies that God at t-1B knows that 
this is case: God’s knowledge increases over time.

Open theists do not take themselves to be denying the essential omniscience of  God and, in 
fact, there are three dialectical options for open theists who seek to maintain their commit-
ment to this theological principle.19 First, open theists might embrace the open future view 
along with “all-falsism”; in this case, they might define essential divine omniscience such that:

(EDO′) God is essentially omniscient =df. For any proposition p, (i) either God at t knows that p is 
true or God at t knows that p is false, (ii) God at t knows that p is not both true and false, and (iii) 
it is impossible for God to be mistaken about the truth value of  any proposition

In this case, open theists would contend that since it is false at t-1B that S performs A at t, God 
at t-1B knows that it is false that S performs A at t. When, at t, it becomes true that S performs 
A at t, God at t will come to know what S does at t.

Second, open theists might adopt the open future view while rejecting bivalence. They 
would offer something like this as a definition of  essential divine omniscience:

(EDO′′) God is essentially omniscient =df. For any proposition p, (i) God at t knows the truth value 
of  p at t and (ii) it is impossible for God to be mistaken about the truth value of  any proposition.

In this case, they will insist that since it is neither true nor false at t-1B that S performs A at t, 
God at t-1B knows that it is neither true nor false that S performs A at t. When, at t, it becomes 
true that S performs A at t, God at t comes to know that S does so.

But there is a third dialectical option for the open theist, as discussed by Peter van 
Inwagen.20 He presents his discussion of  theological fatalism in the context of  discussing the 
problem of  evil (see his (2006)), initially offering that:

A being is omniscient if, for every proposition, that being believes either that proposition or its 
denial, and it is metaphysically impossible for that being to have false beliefs. (26)

But then he asks:
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Why not say that even an omniscient being is unable to know certain things – those such that its 
knowing them would be an intrinsically impossible state of  affairs? Or we might say this: an 
omnipotent being is also omniscient if  it knows everything it is able to know. (82).

I take it that van Inwagen is suggesting that:

(EDO′′′) God is essentially omniscient =df. For any proposition p such that it is possible for God at 
t to know p or its denial, God at t believes either p or its denial, and it is impossible for God to be 
mistaken about the truth value of  any proposition.

And that he is further suggesting that:

For any proposition pA such that pA is a proposition about a free act that agent S performs at time 
t, and for any time t- such that t- is earlier than t, it is impossible for God at t- to know whether pA 
or its denial is true.

On van Inwagen’s picture, the complete state of  the world prior to t fails to determine whether 
S performs A at t. As such, God withholds belief, prior to t, about S’s performance of  A at t: 
Until t is present, God simply cannot know whether S’s performance of  A at t obtains.

In response, one might object that this definition seems strained, as if  the only reason to 
endorse it is to escape the problem of  theological fatalism. One might demand a reason to 
think that there is a difference between (i) true propositions and (ii) true propositions such 
that it is possible for an essentially omniscient and everlasting God to know that they are true. 
Unfortunately, it is unlikely that we will find such a reason without embarking on a thorough 
discussion of  divine knowledge, which is beyond the scope of  this essay.

With respect to the first two varieties of  open theism (those corresponding to all-falsism 
and bivalence denial), theological objections seem more prevalent than logical ones. Indeed, 
much ink has been spilled in considering whether open theism is consistent with orthodox 
Christianity. Many of  its defenders consider themselves orthodox Christians (van Inwagen 
and Hasker, e.g.), but some opponents suggest that open theists ought to be regarded as her-
etics. While open theism is clearly inconsistent with, for instance, Roman Catholicism, its 
compatibility with other Christian traditions is not so obvious. The theological disputes over 
open theism certainly cannot be settled here.

7 Conclusion

The arguments for logical and theological fatalism are structurally similar, with both depend-
ing on (i) the definition of  free action, (ii) some variation on the Transfer Principle, and (iii) 
the principle of  the Fixity of  the Past (or Present). Moreover, while the argument for logical 
fatalism depends on (iv) Bivalence, (v) the thesis that propositions are true at times, and (vi) 
the thesis that propositions do not change their truth values, the argument for theological 
fatalism depends on the analogous theses that (iv′) God is essentially omniscient, (v′) God 
exists at every time, and (vi′) God’s knowledge is immutable.

As I suggested, the most elegant response to both arguments is the rejection of  the Transfer 
Principle. However, some participants in the debate find the Principle so obvious that they 
will find this strategy prohibitively costly; moreover, as I explained, incompatibilists regarding 
free action and determinism should be loath to abandon this principle, given that it is crucial 
for the Consequence Argument for incompatibilism.
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Ockhamism is available as a response to both logical and theological fatalism: Ockhamists 
distinguish between the Fixity of  the Hard Past and the Fixity of  the Soft Past, and insist that 
while the former is true, the latter is false; given that the arguments for fatalism depend upon 
the latter, Ockhamists contend that they have quelled the fatalists’ threat to free action. 
Following Finch and Rea, I suggested that Ockhamists ought to embrace standard eternalism 
with respect to the metaphysics of  time.

I made a similar suggestion with respect to the Boethian response to the argument for 
theological fatalism. According to this response, the argument fails because God does not 
have knowledge at times. Following Zagzebski, I suggested that the argument could be refor-
mulated in terms of  the Fixity of  the Eternal rather than the Fixity of  the Past (or Present). I 
then pointed out that if  eternalism about the metaphysics of  time is true, and if  God’s eternal 
knowledge depends on which concrete events actually occur, the Boethian can make a case 
against the Fixity of  the Eternal analogous to the Ockhamist’s case against the Fixity of  the 
Soft Past. Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of  this essay to delve more deeply into either 
Ockhamism or Boethianism.

Alongside the Boethian response to theological fatalism, I considered van Inwagen’s 
response to the argument for logical fatalism: according to van Inwagen, the argument fails 
insofar as it includes the premise that propositions are true at times – a proposition that van 
Inwagen takes to be meaningless.

Finally, I considered the open future view and open theism. According to open future 
views, the future is unsettled and, as such, some propositions about the future change truth 
values. While some open theists also adhere to open future views, van Inwagen is an excep-
tion: though he thinks that all propositions have true values, he thinks that propositions 
about agents’ future free acts are unknowable; he offers a definition of  Essential Divine 
Omniscience that allows him to say that God is essentially omniscient even though God lacks 
knowledge of  the relevant truth values. As one would expect, philosophers’ theological com-
mitments play a crucial role in their evaluations of  open theism.

There is no obvious response to either fatalist argument. In formulating a response, one 
must consider not only whether one is a compatibilist about free will and determinism but 
also one’s views on the metaphysics of  time and the truth values of  propositions (and, when 
considering the argument for theological fatalism, one’s theological commitments). Indeed, 
debates over logical and theological fatalism are strongly connected to other philosophical 
debates, and acknowledging these connections seems crucial for moving the debates 
forward.

Notes

1 For discussion of  the debate between leeway and source theorists, see Timpe 2017.
2 See, e.g., Campbell (2007, 2008, 2010).
3 In the present context, we need not be very careful about defining states of  affairs: it is enough to say 

that (i) states of  affairs are ways things are, (ii) for each state of  affairs O, there is a corresponding 
proposition p, and (iii) a proposition p is true if  and only if  the corresponding state of  affairs O 
obtains.

4 Anyone concerned about relativity theory can add the qualifier “from a frame of  reference.”
5 Moreover, in the present context, nothing of  substance hinges on whether relationism or substanti-

valism with respect to time is true.
6 Throughout this essay, “possible” should be read as “broadly logically possible” and “necessary” 

should be read as “broadly logically necessary.”


